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Use EMI measurement 

software automation for:

• Fast-easy measurement setup

• Repeatable measurement results

• Export measurement results 
to your word processor or 
spreadsheet

Agilent E7415A EMI Measurement Software

Measurement Setup

For the first-time user, the setup
process is extremely easy. Just 
click on the regulation you wish to
test to and all the parameters are
automatically set, including 
bandwidths, limit lines, and typical
transducer factors. You are now 
ready to make EMI measurements.

In addition, you can easily customize
the setup libraries to meet your own
specific needs. 

Choose the level of 

automation you need

View the EMC analyzer’s trace.
Capture the EMC analyzer’s display
and present it on the graph view of 
the software. Perform measurements
directly with the E7400 A-series EMC
analyzer and then move the results to
the E7415A EMI measurement soft-
ware for report generation and
archival.
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Sweep the frequency band 

you want with the resolution

you need

The E7400 A-series EMI software
gives you the flexibility to sweep 
over a frequency range and choose
the frequency resolution and other 
measurement parameters such as
bandwidth and attenuation. Or, use
the auto-select feature to choose the
appropriate bandwidths amplitude
setting and frequency resolution for
the frequency band of interest. 

EMI Measurement Software

Zoom in on an area of 

the frequency span and 

mark signals 

Simply click drag the cursor across an
area of the trace you are interested
in. A second window will open 
showing the expanded view of the
trace. To mark a signal, place the 
cursor and click. To move a marked
signal to the list, click on add to list. 

Measure peak, quasi-peak, and

average values of signal

Highlight signals in the list and press
measure. Select peak, QP, and average,
and press OK. The measurements 
are performed and the results are
placed in the list. 

Use “snapshot” to store, view, and
print the graph and measurement list.
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Create a report

The final and most important step 
in making EMI measurements is
report generation. The E7415A EMI
measurement software makes it easy
for you to create a report. Simply
select the items you wish to have
included in the report, such as a 
current graph, signal list, correction
factors header information. See the
adjacent window list of selections. 

EMI Measurement Software

Agilent Option 001 

Report Generator

With the E7415A Option 001 
Report Generator, you can develop
EMI reports on one computer while
the E7415A EMI measurement 
software is performing EMI measure-
ments on a separate computer. 

Optional Asset Control

Modules

With ACMs you can control several
EMC analyzers and receivers. The
ACM for the Agilent E7400 A-series 
EMC analyzers are supplied with the
E7415A EMI measurement software.
Additional ACMs are available for the
Agilent 8590EM series EMC analyzers
and 8542E/46A EMI receivers.

ACM for E7400 A-series 
EMC analyzers. 

Option 101 ACM for 8590EM series 
EMC analyzers.

Option 102 ACM for 8542E and 
8546A EMI receivers




